Seatrax, a crane manufacturer known for its superior products, has developed an emergency power system that easily solves problems caused in the event of a prime mover failure.

With this innovative system, crane operators can safely perform emergency load lowering, emergency boom lowering or emergency slewing with only the push of a button. Some of the features of Seatrax’s system include:

- No power required from the prime mover
- Electronic system that is automatically connected to all functions of the crane without the need of connecting additional equipment
- Utilizes a remote control for operations that can be operated from any of the walkway areas of the crane
- Uses a selector switch on the control that allows the operator to perform one function at a time
- System is available for Safe Area or Class I, Division 2 classified areas
- System is contained in a small package and can be fitted into any Seatrax crane

For more information, visit www.seatrax.com or call 713.896.6500.